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“The engineer may build computers, the architect may design buildings
And the chef may prepare a fine meal, but a Teacher, a Teacher inspires!”

March 3, 2020

To Whom It May Concern,

I have been asked to write a reference letter for Chris Cable for his application 
submission for his college and baseball careers.  To only address specifics of this superb 
and genuine young man is humbling, a privilege and a deep honor.  Chris is ‘head and 
shoulders’ by any means both in the classroom and on the playing field, of any 
measureable scale and demand.  In the short placement here, however, I will try.

Chris has that inner drive of balance, drive to achieve success.  He understands 
the sacrifices and determined to always meet those expectations.  In the most charismatic 
way, one has to be a total composite of a person and well poised to ensure this inertia to 
achieve both. Chris has accomplished these traits. To do this one has to be a coach and 
mentor within his inner demands in characteristic to devote both in his academics and the 
physical masteries as a person.  Chris has always, mastered these values and qualities in 
the many years I have known both him and his family.  His success is catalysis and 
springboard to the future and this young man will do it.  

I would be remiss if I did not mention the care, love and encouragement he 
receives from his wonderful parents, Denise and Rob.  Both have given a TOTAL 
dedication to his success and should be rightly proud.

In the short stay here, I highly recommend any further adventures that Chris can 
be to jump start in his life.  He is there, ready, and I am proud to say, GO FOR IT.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Snee


